The first chapter of WilheLn Wundt's text, An Introduction to Psychokogy, is devoted to the topic of attention. This reflects attention's prominent role in the history of investigatio:ls of cognition and perception. And deservedly so. Humans and other animals are limited processors of information. l%ctiuse of this, a proper understanding of tl\e inner workings of mental mechanisms that transform and diges,t information must include a description ol the processes by which certain sources of input are selected fcr further analysis while others are ignored.
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Although research on the topic of si:iective attention has been fairly eciectic in its choice of paradigms and specific phenomena, recent research has concentrated especially on two issues. The first concerns spatial allocation of processing resources, and the second tocusses on details of processing when there is little limit on our capacity to engage in mental activity. Below we briefly review developments in each of these areas and tentatively offer some promoses for the near future. 
Spatial selectivity
In 19 12, Wundt commented: 'If . . we practice letting our attention wander over . . .different pa.& of the field of vision while keeping the same fixationpoint, it will soon be clear to us that the fixation-point of attention and the fixation-point of the field of vision are by no means identical ' (p. 20) .
This early work coupled rith ihe research of Purkinje and Helmhoitz on related issues has, from time to time in the history of perceptual research, spurred psychoiogi&s to inquire about the processes involved in attending to spatial locations. Speriing's (1960) research with the partial report techniqde and Cherry% (1953) studies of dichotic listening can, perhaps, be pinpointed as the developments that have renewed concern with this problem. 
